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MAGNETIZER® Fuel Maximizer
A revolutionary device that boosts energy efficiency and reduces
emissions from carbon-based fuels, contributing to a greener, better
world.

Due to its unique and proprietary monopolar fluid treatment system, this
patented environmental solution for reducing emissions and increasing
efficiency, is superior in performance, sustainability, and value to any similar
device on the global market today.
MAGNETIZER® conditions carbon-based fuels before they are consumed.
Hydrocarbon molecules have a tendency to cluster and attach to each other.
MAGNETIZER® technology separates the molecules just prior to combustion.
The separated fuel molecules allow for a significant increase of oxygen
molecules to be added just prior to combustion. This reaction, in turn, leads
to a cleaner burn of fuel and higher overall efficiency and lower consumption
of fuel.
MAGNETIZER® has been successfully installed on natural gas, propane,
diesel oil and gasoline burning equipment. Additional tests have been done
in relation to significant increases in combustion temperatures achieved.
The application is non-invasive, chemical-free, requires no power source, is
retrofit, and can be installed quickly with no shutdown or disruption.
Tests and evaluations, as well as testimonials from leading engineering
teams, Fortune 500 companies, and thousands of users worldwide, attest to
MAGNETIZER’s major role in optimizing the efficiency of facilities, to better
manage their energy consumption and strengthen their performance, thus
saving the end-user money on their fuel costs. A client list is here.

Increases heating
capacity, lowers fuel
consumption and
reduces emissions,
while simultaneously
protecting the
environment.
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THE WHY OF OUR BUSINESS
The concerted effort to “go green” has been felt across industries, as companies are beginning to realize how
their operations impact the environment. What motivates us is the belief that, with the MAGNETIZER ®
technology, we are playing an important role on the world market, by contributing to a greener, better world.
THE HOW OF OUR BUSINESS
We have years of experience related to the manufacturing process, as well as the proper installation
techniques, and supply chain logistics that allows us to reach clients worldwide with seamless quality control,
technical support and turnaround time.

What Makes Us Stand Apart from the Competition?
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UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY OFFERS UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE & EFFICIENCY
This conditioning of fuel is more efficient than other methods on the market. MAGNETIZER®
technology separates hydrocarbon molecules better and longer.
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY OF ITS COMPONENTS
MAGNETIZER® application uses high density magnets, dipped in a high-grade plastisol for a superior
surface durability in all weather conditions. They are special ceramic alloys, whose strength does not
decrease over time. This means a one-time investment in MAGNETIZER® for the life time of buildings
or equipment.
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PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
MAGNETIZER® technology is mature, has been honed over the years, and is offered in the optimal
design and efficiency as a line of over 60 fuel savings and emissions control systems. It received its
first patent in 1985 and has successfully entered world-wide markets non-stop since the 90’s.
superior surface durability in all weather conditions. They are special ceramic alloys, whose strength
does not decrease over time. This means a one-time investment in MAGNETIZER® for the life time of
PROVEN
buildings PERFORMANCE
or equipment.
MAGNETIZER® technology is mature, has been honed over the years, and is offered in the optimal
design and efficiency as a line of over 60 fuel savings and emissions control systems. It received its
first patent in 1985 and has successfully entered world-wide markets non-stop since the 90’s.

superior surface durability in all weather conditions. They are special ceramic alloys, whose strength does

Reduction in fuel usage

9% - 27%

Reduction in hydrocarbon emissions

65% - 85%

Reduction in carbon monoxide emissions

55% - 75%

Reduction in nitrogen oxide emissions

15% - 25%

not decrease over time. This means a one-time investment in MAGNETIZER® for the life time of buildings
or equipment.
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MAGNETIC FLUID TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY BY MAGNETIZER®
Definition
MAGNETIZER® is an assembly of permanent state-of the-art ceramic alloy magnets
fabricated within a metal framework, a patented Flux Driver Plate®, that allows a
focused, magnetic flux emanating from the device to enter a pipe or conduit more
efficiently than any traditional bipolar systems and other fuel treatment devices on
the market.
The basic MAGNETIZER® unit comprises two semicircular 180 arcuate degree
assemblies and when snapped on through the use of plastic fasteners, constitutes
a ring that encircles the pipe or conduit. The placement of two rings on an
immediate section with one-half inch of spacing constitutes a “tandem” unit and
accordingly three similarly spaced magnetic rings constitute a “triandem”, and four
rings a “quad” magnetic water treatment system. One of the basic functions of the
device is the elimination and prevention of atomization and polarization of fuel
molecules for enhanced combustion process.
How Does It Work?
MAGNETIZER® energizes, organizes and polarizes random and clustered fuel
molecules by giving them permanent dipole moment, changing their electron spin
and hydrogen’s isomeric para-hydrogen form to a more volatile (combustible)
ortho-hydrogen, and giving them an extremely strong and focused charge (positive
or negative), which breaks clusters (hydrocarbon associates) apart and organizes
their molecular structure. The result? Ionically oxygen atoms attract to the
hydrocarbon molecule and create better oxygen bonding and better fuel oxidation.
Para- to ortho-conversion destabilizes the long molecules which break up easily,
become ionized and atomized and show reduced viscosity and surface tension.
That means downstream of MAGNETIZER® smaller species of hydrocarbons are
found. Reduced surface tension is a consequence of reduced intermolecular forces.
It means smaller molecules. This has been verified.
There is no secret as to the effectiveness of the scientifically designed
MAGNETIZER® monopolar fluid treatment system. MAGNETIZER® monopolar
treatment of fluids produces order from chaotic molecular behavior with a
predominate single charge ion. Fluids are not only imbued with magnetic
properties.
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What occurs with fluids when the MAGNETIZER® is deployed is that hydrogen nuclei lose their random
alignment and align as charge separated molecules, reducing the size and changing the form, producing all
of the benefits described on this site for each application.
Apart from the resonant excitation of a fluid flowing through the magnetic field there take place the following
phenomena and changes: whirling of trajectories of charged and diamagnetic particles, selective ionization,
circulatory eddy currents, electric and magnetic fields, changes in the speed and pressure profile, as well as
the electrical conductivity of liquids.
Also, additional magnetic can arrange electrons at the atomic and molecular level. The hydrocarbon
structure loosens up, polarization and arrangement of molecules take place and when the south pole
polarization exists, the liquids get charged positively.
Specifications
Magnets utilized in commercial MAGNETIZER® units are fabricated from ceramic magnets with following
specifications.

11 different models of rings are available to fit all sizes of fuel feeder pipes with outside diameters ranging
from 1” to 21”.
Submittals
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Images of the MAGNETIZER® systems are provided below.
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MAGNETIZER® Patent Information
Patent No.

Description

4,605,498

US: Apparatus for Magnetic Treatment of Liquids

1993047562

AUSTRALIA: Magnetic treatment device

1996074345

AUSTRALIA: Electromagnetic device for the magnetic
treatment of fuel

RE35,689Apparatus for Magnetic Treatment of Liquids
7,340,919

Triboelectric Treatment for Refrigeration Treatment

6,662,569

Method and apparatus for using magnetic fields for
enhancing heat pump and refrigeration equipment
performance

6,056,872

Magnetic Device for Treatment of Fluids

5,829,420 Electromagnetic Device Magnetic Fuel Treatment
Germany
AU002003294
295A1

Method and apparatus for enhancing heat pump and
refrigeration equipment performance

Taiwan 348067

Method for magnetic treatment of liquid flowing
inside of a conduit

China CN2260950

Device for magnetic treatment of fluid in pipeline

China
038124425.4

Method and apparatus for using magnetic fields for
enhancing heat pump and refrigeration equipment
performance

Japan
4491066

Method and apparatus for using magnetic fields for
enhancing heat pump and refrigeration equipment
performance

Hong Kong
HK1082789

Method and apparatus for using magnetic fields for
enhancing heat pump and refrigeration equipment
performance
Method and apparatus for using magnetic fields for
enhancing heat pump and refrigeration equipment
performance

Canada 2481235

Mexico 249308

Method and apparatus for using magnetic fields for
enhancing heat pump and refrigeration equipment
performance

Great Britain

2333977 Magnetic Treatment of Fluids
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Quality Safety & Assurance
MAGNETIZER® for fuel, as well as water, applications is manufactured to the highest standards of
quality in the U.S. industry and undergoes a regular and scrupulous quality control by our own and
independent third-party QC teams.
Our proprietary monopolar fluid treatment technology has been developed into a complete
product line that insures proper application for treatment of liquid or gas media in common size
circular conduits of varying material.
The components for this device are 100% U.S. designed from the highest quality, state-of-the-art
materials only.
Furthermore, we certify that the MAGNETIZER® Fuel Maximizer fulfills the fire safety norms as not
readily flammable, is totally safe and non-hazardous to people, animals, electronic equipment and
the environment when properly installed, with patented metal screen preventing the dispersion of
the magnetic field outside the pipe diameter and do not need energy supply. As such, it is sold with
a 10-year warranty against loss of power. We warrant our device on its power strength, and will
unconditionally replace them at no charge in case of loss of their power.
MAGNETIZER® can be safely applied with no harm to vehicular engines, generators, boilers, chillers,
cooling towers, heat exchangers, evaporative condensers, etc., with the primary benefits of energy
conservation and emissions reduction.

Contact
Mundimex, Inc.
info@mundi.com
www.mundi.com
+1 (718) 915-2934

